NETAJI BIRTH PLACE MUSEUM TRUST
JANAKINATH BHAWAN: ODIA BAZAR: CUTTACK, PIN-753001, ODISHA

Regd. No 16820/324 of 2002-2003
No.

/N BMT, Date:

QUOTATION CALL NOTICE
Sealed Quotations are invited from registered units/firms for maintenance of Netaj.i
Park of Netaji Birth place Museum, Odia Bazar, Cuttack. Details for maintenance of Park are
given below with following conditions.

6.

The quotation along with valid GST No, PAN No. should reach undersigned by

2:00 P.M on or before 02.09.2022. (Copy of last return on GST).

7.

The quotations will be opened by the undersigned on the same day at 3:00 P.M. in

the presence of the intending quotationers or their authorized agents.
8.

The detailed specifications names, brands and rates should be specifically quoted.

9. The rate should be inclusive of all charges and taxes.
10. The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject/ negotiate any quotations or

any part of it without assigning any reason thereof.

Item of work for maintenance of Netaji Park of Netaji Birth Place Museum, Odia
Bazar, Cuttack
ITEM OF WORK
1.

Maintenance of surrounding Garden and Lawn measuring 2500 sqmts (approx).
Mowing

Rolling,

weeding,

Manuring,

Application

of

insecticides.

Ant

termite

treatment, Fungicides etc. as and when required to keep the lawn in Mud less and
weed free green condition.
I

2.

Maintenance of all types of trees, herbs and shrubs etc. Manuring, pruning, plant

protection treatment, replacement of dead plants etc. to keep the plant in healthy and
disease free condition.

3.

4.

Maintenance of potted plants, Addition and replacement of dead, diseased and
damaged plants, colouring of pots quarterly.
Development of seasonal plants and maintenance thereof. Preparation of bed,
Application of manures, Fertilizers, plant protection treatment etc. to keep the beds in
healthy and full bloom condition.

5.

Development of seasonal potted plants, preparation of pots. Application of Manures,
Fertilizers, Plant Protection Measures etc. to keep the plants in healthy and full bloom
conditions

/

Secretary
NBMT, Cuttack

P.T.O

Memo No
/NBMT, Dt.
Copy to Collector and Treasurer, NBMT, Cuttack for kind information and necessary
action.

sec€
NBMT, Cuttack

/

Memo No.

/N BMT, Dt.
Copy to Notice Board, NBMT/ Collectorate, Cuttack for kind information.

Secretary
NBMT, Cuttack
Memo No.

/N BMT, Dt.
Copy to Asst. Curator/ Auditor/
information and necessary action.

Museum-In-Charge

NBMT

/

/

C.A-lll,

OSA for

Secretary
NBMT, Cuttack

Memo No.

237

Copy to Luminous,

/NBMT., Dt. 22.08.2022

Infoways Pvt.

Ltd., Bhubaneswar for kind information. It is
requested to Luminous, lnfoways to upload the notice in the web site of OLL&C Department.

NBMT, Cuttack

